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ABSTRACT
Head-related transfer function (HRTF) Þlters are used in virtual
auditory displays for the binaural synthesis of the direction of a
sound source over headphones. Once low-order HRTF Þlters are
designed, the interpolation of these Þlters becomes an important is-
sue for the synthesis of moving sound sources. An HRTF Þlter in-
terpolation method based on the displacement of HRTF Þlter roots
is proposed. It is possible to obtain a minimum-phase interpolated
Þlter given that the original Þlters are also minimum-phase. The
computational complexity of the method is the lower than that of
the linear interpolation of magnitude responses.
1. INTRODUCTION
A head-related transfer function (HRTF) represents the spectral
modiÞcation inßicted upon the sound wave by the acoustical trans-
mission path from the sound source to the ear drum [1]. HRTFs
are used in binaural virtual auditory displays for the synthesis of
the direction of a sound source and the accompanying early reßec-
tions [2].
HRTFs can be obtained numerically with the help of geomet-
rical models [3], or measured using human subjects or artiÞcial
mannequins [4, 5]. Measurements are generally made for a lim-
ited number of positions on a spherical grid of points whose centre
is occupied by a human subject or an artiÞcial mannequin. If full-
length HRTFs obtained in these measurements are used, the Þl-
tering task involved in auralization becomes computationally too
demanding. The general solution to this problem is to design and
use low-order Þlters that are perceptually equivalent to using full-
length HRTFs.
If the limited number of measured HRTFs are used for aural-
ization, smooth and continuous movement of sound sources cannot
be achieved. Therefore, interpolation of HRTFs (or HRTF Þlters)
for obtaining HRTFs (or HRTF Þlters) at intermediate directions is
an essential step for the synthesis of virtual sound source motion
and providing a seamless virtual auditory reality.
There exists a variety of methods applied to the HRTF inter-
polation problem. Most of the previously reported interpolation
methods use the magnitude responses of minimum-phase recon-
structed HRTFs rather than the Þlters designed from these HRTFs.
These methods utilize linear [6], spline [7] or triangular [8] inter-
polation to obtain an interpolated magnitude response between the
magnitude responses of two, three, or four HRTFs and then de-
sign a new interpolated HRTF Þlter from the obtained magnitude
response.
This work was funded by EPSRC Research Grant GR/S72320/01
More complex HRTF interpolation approaches utilize spatial
frequency response surfaces [9], non-linear interpolation with neu-
ral networks [10], active sensory tuning [11], approximation on a
sphere using spherical basis functions [12], inter-positional trans-
fer functions [13], and oversampling of DFT coefÞcients [14].
We distinguish HRTF Þlter interpolation from HRTF interpo-
lation. The former is an interpolation between two (or more) Þl-
ters modelling the HRTFs while the latter requires a Þlter to be
designed after the interpolation process. The interpolation method
proposed in this paper is carried out by displacing the Þlter roots
since the frequency features which are essential cues in spatial
hearing are represented more explicitly by the Þlter roots.
Section 2 summarizes the design of the HRTF Þlters used in
the present work. HRTF Þlter interpolation using the zero-dis-
placement measure is presented in Section 3. A brief comparison
of linear interpolation and the proposed method is made and the
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2. HRTF FILTER DESIGN
An HRTF can be represented as the combination of a minimum-
phase and an all-pass component. This property is frequently ex-
ploited in HRTF Þlter design. The HRTF is decomposed using the
cepstrum analysis into a minimum-phase function, whose magni-
tude response is the same as that of the HRTF, and an all-pass
function, whose phase represents the phase response of the HRTF.
Apart from a small deviation for high frequencies, the phase re-
sponse can be approximated to be linear (i.e. constant group-de-
lay). Therefore, the interaural time delay (ITD) can be modelled
as a constant delay. This constant delay can be obtained by Þnding
the delay corresponding to the maximum of the cross-correlation
of the original left and right ear HRTFs. Further, as there is no
need to model the phase and magnitude response properties of the
HRTF Þlter simultaneously, it is possible to design low-order Þl-
ters [15].
The HRTF Þlters used as examples in this paper are obtained
by minimum-phase reconstructing raw HRTFs and truncating the
obtained minimum-phase impulse response to 65 samples by using
a Hamming window centered at t = 0. This operation provides the
coefÞcients of 64th-order minimum-phase FIR Þlters. It should be
be noted that the intepolation method proposed in this paper is
applicable to all-poles IIR Þlters equally well. The HRTFs used in
the design of the Þlters were obtained from the compact dataset of
the MIT KEMAR HRTF database [5].
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3. INTERPOLATION OF HTRF FILTERS BY ROOT
DISPLACEMENT
Assume that we have two real-valued, Kth-order (K is even) FIR
Þlters, H1(z) and H2(z) of the general form:
Hi(z) = HiC(z)×HiR(z), (1)
where HiC , and HiR represent the complex and real Þlter sections
such that:
HiC(z) =
Ni
k=1
1− ci,k z
−1 1− c∗i,k z
−1 , (2)
HiR(z) =
Mi
l=1
1− ri,l z
−1 . (3)
Here, ci,k and its complex conjugate c
∗
i,k are the complex zeros,
and ri,l are the real zeros of the Þlter. The zeros of an FIR Þlter
deÞning its characteristics around ω = 0 and ω = pi, and 0 <
ω < pi can thus be separated.
Assume that H1(z) has 2N1 complex zeros and M1 = K −
2N1 real zeros, and H2(z) has 2N2 complex zeros and M2 =
K − 2N2 real zeros. These Þlters can be represented in the z-
domain as the real (H1R(z), and H2R(z)) and complex (H1C(z),
and H2C(z)) sections. The aim of interpolation is to obtain new
HRTF Þlter(s), Hin(z), with magnitude responses between the
two original Þlters.
Equations 13 represent a cascade form FIR Þlter [16]. The
interpolation method proposed in this paper uses the roots that rep-
resent the cascaded second-order FIR sections for interpolation. In
other words, corresponding Þlter roots are determined, and inter-
mediate Þlter roots are derived from these. This requires the num-
ber of the complex zeros and the real zeros of the two Þlters to be
equal (i.e. N1 = N2 and M1 = M2). Therefore, before the inter-
polation, the combination of real and complex zeros for each Þlter
is equalized by replacing or substituting real zeros when necessary.
3.1. Equalization of the Number of Real Zeros
Three cases are possible for a given real-valued even-order FIR
Þlter:
• Case 1: The Þlter has more than 2 real zeros (Mi > 2),
• Case 2: The Þlter has no real zeros (Mi = 0),
• Case 3: The Þlter has 2 real zeros only (Mi = 2).
Case 3 is selected as the baseline condition and the number of real
zeros of the original Þlters are equalized to two such that the FIR
Þlters can be represented as a combination of K−2 complex zeros
and 2 real zeros.
For the baseline condition, the real zeros of the Þlters consti-
tute second-order FIR sections, which have high-pass, low-pass or
band-pass characteristics depending on the signs of the real zeros.
The following two methods can be used for reducing or substi-
tuting real zeros for obtaining equal number of real zeros in both
Þlters:
3.1.1. Method 1
For Case 1, the real zeros of the same sign are coupled and re-
placed with equivalent pseudo-complex zeros such that the number
of the real zeros are decreased by two and the number of complex
zeros are increased by two without signiÞcantly affecting the mag-
nitude response.
Assume that we have a Þlter with two excess positive real ze-
ros, (r1 = a, and r2 = b) and we want to substitute a pair of
pseudo-complex zeros (cs = p + j and c
∗
s = p − j) such that
the error function,
E(z) = (1− az−1)(1− bz−1)− (1− csz
−1)(1− c∗sz
−1), (4)
vanishes at ω = 0 (i.e. z−1 = 1), where 0 < a, b < 1, a, b ∈ R+,
and  is sufÞciently small. When the error function is solved for
z = 1, p can be found as:
p ∼= 1− (1− a− b + ab). (5)
The derivation for negative real zeros is similarly done by substi-
tuting z−1 = −1.
If there are more than 2 real zeros, the method explained above
is applied a number of times to obtain Þlters with 2 real zeros each.
It must be noted that only the real zeros with the same sign can be
replaced this way. This is the reason why the number of real zeros
cannot be further reduced using the described method.
The method of substituting real zeros with equivalent pseudo-
complex conjugate zeros does not violate the minimum-phase con-
ditions since |cs| = p2 + 2 < 1 for sufÞciently small , given
that 0 < a < 1 and 0 < b < 1.
3.1.2. Method 2
For Case 2, the complex conjugate zeros that are the nearest to
z−1 = −1 (i.e. ω = pi) are substituted with two real zeros such
that the number of complex zeros are decreased by two while the
number of real zeros are increased by two, without signiÞcantly af-
fecting the magnitude response of the Þlter for lower frequencies.
Assume that we have a pair of complex conjugate zeros (c =
−d + jg, and c∗ = −d − jg) and we want to substitute with a
pair of real zeros (rs1 = rs2 = −m) where 0 < d, g, m < 1, and
d, g, m ∈ R+ such that the error, E:
E(z) = (2d− 2m)z−1 + (d2 + g2 −m2) (6)
is minimum. Given that g is small for zeros near ω = pi, Equation
6 can be solved to give m = −{c} = d.
The frequency spectrum at ω = pi is well-deÞned. Therefore,
even if negative real zeros do not exist, complex conjugate zeros
are present at the immediate vicinity.
3.2. Interpolation of the Complex Zeros
The complex zeros of the original HRTF Þlters to be used in the
interpolation are sorted with respect to their phases and paired ac-
cording to their angular proximity. A zero displacement vector is
calculated using the paired complex zeros as:
νk = c1,k − c2,k, k = 1, 2, . . . , L, (7)
where L = (K − 2)/2. The interpolated complex zeros, cint,k,
can be calculated using this zero displacement vector as:
cint,k = c1,k − ρ νk = [1− ρ] c1,k + ρ c2,k, (8)
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Figure 1: (a) Obtaining the cascaded FIR Þlter coefÞcients from
original Þlter zeros, and (b) cascaded FIR Þlter blocks.
where ρ is either a constant between 0 and 1 or a function of k (i.e.
ρ = ρ(k)). The magnitude of the interpolated zero is:
|cint,k| = |(1− ρ) c1,k + ρ c2,k|
= (1− ρ)2 |c1,k|
2 + ρ2 |c2,k|
2
(9)
+(2ρ− 2ρ2) |c1,k||c1,k| cos ξ
1
2 ,
where ξ is the angular separation between the zeros. Therefore, it
can be shown for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 that the interpolated zeros are inside
the unit circle (i.e. minimum-phase) if the original zeros are inside
the unit circle (i.e. |c1,k|, |c2,k| < 1).
Consider two zeros c1,k = A1 + jB1, and c2,k = A2 +
jB2 with their complex conjugate pairs. The interpolated complex
conjugate zero pair, {cint,k} can be calculated as:
{cint,k} = [ρA1 + (1− ρ)A2]± j [ρB1 + (1− ρ)B2] ,
= Aint,k ± jBint,k
(10)
The interpolated pair of zeros constitute a second order FIR sec-
tion, Hint,k, such that:
Hint,k(z) = 1− 2Aint,k z
−1 + (A2int,k + B
2
int,k) z
−2,
= 1 + qk,1 z
−1 + qk,2 z
−2.
(11)
The coefÞcients, {qk}, of this second order block can thus be ob-
tained easily from the real and complex parts of the interpolated
zero (see Figure 1(a)). All of the obtained second-order FIR sec-
tions are cascaded as shown in Figure 1(b).
3.3. Interpolation of the Real Zeros
After the interpolation of the complex parts, the remaining two real
zeros need to be interpolated. These zeros also constitute second
order Þlter sections. They can be interpolated linearly using the
polynomial form of coefÞcients:
Hint,R(z) = [ρ×H1R(z)] + [(1− ρ)×H2R(z)] , (12)
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Figure 2: Interpolation between HRTF Þlters for θ = 30◦, φ = 0◦
and θ = 40◦, φ = 10◦.
where 0 < ρ < 1. The Þlter Hint,R(z) has a magnitude spectrum
between the original Þlters H1R(z) and H2R(z).
3.4. Combination of the Complex and Real Parts
The interpolated Þlter is obtained by cascading the interpolated
Þlter blocks for the complex and the real zeros. Therefore, the ob-
tained Þlter is a cascade form FIR Þlter consisting of second order
FIR sections that can be interpolated separately. Figure 2 shows
the combined effect of interpolation applied to the complex and
real parts of two HRTF Þlters. The interpolation parameter ρ is
varied from 0 to 1 with intervals of 0.1. It may be observed that
the proposed interpolation method is useful for interpolating be-
tween both the magnitude and the phase responses of the original
Þlters. Figure 3(a) shows the interpolation of the HRTF Þlters on
the horizontal plane. Figure 3(b) shows the interpolation of HRTF
Þlters on the median plane. The darker regions signify higher val-
ues of magnitude spectra and the vertical spread of the associated
region represents the signiÞcance of the given frequency feature.
4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
A new HRTF Þlter interpolation method for FIR Þlters based on
the displacement of the Þlter roots was proposed in this paper. This
method can be used for the interpolation of minimum-phase HRTF
Þlters for the seamless synthesis of the three dimensional auditory
space and sound source motion. The proposed method does not
require explicit information of the shape of the Þlters frequency
spectra. Rather, it uses the zeros of the original Þlters in the in-
terpolation stage. It guarantees that the interpolated FIR Þlter is
minimum-phase.
In comparison with the linear interpolation of HRTF magni-
tude responses, the major advantage of the proposed method is its
ability to interpolate between two magnitude spectra without hav-
ing to redesign a Þlter. The calculation of the interpolated coef-
Þcients of cascaded FIR sections has a computational complexity
of O(n). The computational complexity of linear interpolation of
magnitude spectra is O(n log2 n), because of the FFT operations
involved. This makes the proposed method suitable and favourable
for use in HRTF Þlter interpolation in real-time.
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Figure 3: Interpolation using the zero displacement vector method
(a) on the horizontal plane HRTFs, and (b) on the median plane
HRTFs
Interpolation parameter can be selected differently for each
corresponding root pair in the original Þlters. In this way, it would
be possible to modify the magnitude spectrum of the interpolated
Þlter nonlinearly. This would be useful in perceptually-based in-
terpolation of the HRTF Þlters with the use of information on per-
ceptually prominent spectral cues (see for example [17]). The pro-
posed method can also be applied to all-poles IIR Þlters.
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